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Lingokids is an English language learning app for children between the ages of 2 and 8. The best way for kids to learn a new language at this age is through fun games and exercises that not only keep their attention, but also allow them to learn more effectively. The Lingokids curriculum has been developed by experts who specialize in early language
learning. It also presents educational materials from the respected press at the University of Oxford to provide a quality education experience. Lingokids is specially designed for kids and offers a safe environment that is free of distractions and ads (listed members of kidSAFE® Seal Program) Watch your child become bilingual as they have fun and enjoy
interesting lessons! Lingokids provides this experience through videos, activities, songs and games in English that adapt to your child's level of difficulty and the speed with which they learn. In addition, it offers a special section for parents where they can find weekly progress reports, each child's profiles with the appropriate level, and activities to print out and
enjoy at home. Content:★ Numbers- Learn to write and pronounce numbers in English★ Writing games, who teach the sounds of letters and how to write them in English★ forms-Describe the forms that surround us★ animal names and pronunciation of their favorite animals★ Food names of fruits, vegetables, utensils, and verbs used in cooking★ Colors-
Learn to write and pronounce the colors they see around them★ more than 3,000 English words to learn! Much more exercises, videos and interactive activities in English that your child is sure to enjoy! Previous knowledge of English is not required to learn from Lingokids, as our approach is adaptive and interactive. AWARDS:-Mom's Choice Awards-
National Parenting Publications Awards-The Lovie Awards-Contacts and Links: Help and Support: If you like to use this app, could you take a moment to appreciate it in Google Store Play?  Lingokids is the most effective English language learning course for children aged 2-6 - currently thanks to content from Oxford University PressEncourage and help
your child get on the fast path to literacy! AWARDS: Mom's Choice Awards National Parenting Publications Awards The Lovie AwardsLingokids is a good English program for preschool and kindergarten children to master the language at their level in a fun and playful manner Between the ages of 2 and 6, they will discover thousands of fun and exciting
activities where they will learn more than 3,000 words, such as the everyday vocabulary commonly used. Lingokids offers a high-quality English language readiness program Learning takes place naturally in a safe environment! KEY FEATURES- Includes content from Oxford University Press - Developed by teachers and language experts. - Offline mode to
learn on the go! - No prior knowledge of English is required :) - Weekly reports for parents.- More than 3000 words to learn! - 100% Child Safe: After COPPA (Children's Online Privacy Protection) rules designed specifically for preschoolers and young children (2 to 6 years old.) - Adaptive learning system regulates the level of difficulty, creating personalized
lessons and a unique learning experience for each child. SCIENTIFIC SUPPORTIt has scientifically proven that a child's brain is particularly prone to learn different languages before a cognitive process called neuronal pruning begins in later childhood. The more a child is exposed to different languages, the easier it can become bilingual. With our platform,
children learn without realizing it, thanks to our playful and fun approach. Recent research shows that with Lingokids, children learn twice as much vocabulary as with the traditional method used in language classes (and more fun, too!) about MONKIMUNMonkimun® is an award-winning company that makes learning a language for kids™ fun. We make
learning a language more interesting and natural for our younger generation and help create a safe environment where learning is natural! KEEP IN TOUCHHelp and Support: hello@monkimun.comFacebook: Lingokids offers award-winning and child SAFE' Preschool, Pre-K English Educational Content. Children between the ages of 2 and 6 will discover
thousands of fun and exciting activities while learning English. Encourage and help your child become bilingual by playing together! Lingokids is the most effective adaptive learning platform for learning English for children aged 2-6 years. Play AND LEARNThis app includes hundreds of activities where your child will practice English skills and learn a new
vocabulary such as everyday words, widely used verbs and adjectives. The app teaches through platform-based listening and learning, helping them follow simple lessons and move from one activity to another. Enjoy this app with your kids - you'll love it too! KEY FEATURES - Developed by teachers and language experts. - Created for preschoolers and
young children (2 to 6 years old.) - More than 3,000 words to learn! - Hundreds of events with fun animation - four of them free! - New games, lessons and content are constantly updated.- Adaptive training with levels That shape up for your child's specific needs- Multimodal Connection: Touch and Shake! - Details of the content of the lesson for parents.-
Periodic reports for parents.- Safe environment without without Ads.- Free access to full subscription content- Subscribe once and have access to all your Android devices AREARNING GOALSLingokids designed by teachers and language experts to combine learning with pleasure. Our adaptive language system will adjust the level of each game to each
child's skill to create a unique experience and personalized lesson for them. SCIENTIFIC BACKINGIt has scientifically proven that a child's brain is specifically trained to study different languages before a cognitive process called neuronal pruning begins in later childhood. The more a child is exposed to different languages, the easier it can become bilingual.
With our platform, children learn without realizing it, thanks to our playful and fun approach. Recent research shows that with Lingokids, children learn twice as much vocabulary as with the traditional method used in language classes (and more fun, too!) about MONKIMUNMonkimun® is an award-winning company that makes learning a language for kids™
fun. We make learning a language more interesting and natural for our younger generation and help create a safe environment where learning is natural! KEEP IN TOUCHHelp and Support: Email protected Facebook: to our game update newsletter and promo: Mom's Choice Award, Lovie Award and National Parental Publishing Award among others After
COPPA (Internet Privacy Protection) Applock - Cleaner MasterSecurity VPN, AppLock, BoosterSafe Security - Antivirus, Booster, Phone CleanerFacebook LiteSHAREit - Transferir-CompartirDU Battery Saver - Charger - Battery Charger - No longer availableCache Cleaner-DU Speed Booster (accelerator and cleaner) Duolingo: Learn Languages FreeSuper-
Bright The latest version of Lingokids Welcome to Lingokids, an English for children, a learning app for students from 2 to 8 years old, through which they will learn English in a fun, playful way. The most effective way for children to learn a new language is through games, which is why Lingokids was developed by experts in early childhood learning and has
also been certified by Oxford University Press, so it offers children the best learning experience as they have a good time. Lingokids, English for children is designed for the youngest, and it offers a safe learning environment free of distractions and ads (Lingokids is a registered member of the kidSAFE® Seal Program), as well as with content that adapts to
their age and level of English There's no previous knowledge or English English we need to learn from Lingokids because our core approach is adaptive and interactive, following the Oxford model. Children will speak English and will learn words easily from day one. They will learn to pronounce and spell in English, from the ABC to even more complex
sentences and conversations. Download the app and enjoy its content! In Lingokids you will find the best English songs for children, the most interesting videos with its characters, audiobooks, printed sheets for each theme, interactive exercises, and an endless supply of activities to learn more than 3000 words in English. Topics: ★ numbers - Learn the
numbers in English and their pronunciation. ★ Alphabet - Writing and grammar games aimed at teaching sounds, pronunciation, acoustics, and the intonation of words when it comes and how to write them in English. ★ colors - Learn how to write and pronounce colors. ★ Shapes - Describe and help memorize geometric shapes.★ animals - Title of spelling
and pronunciation of all kinds of different animals. ★ - Vocabulary and phrases related to fruits, vegetables, utensils and culinary verbs. ★ to 72 to learn to communicate in English and become bilingual. Features- Continuous content updates: new activities every month. - Parent Mode: Subscription management, select your child's favorite activities, access
level tests and check progress reports (learned words, time spent...) - Offline: Download actions on your device and learn without an Internet connection. - Multi-profile: Setting each student's profile (age, level, etc.) - Adaptive learning: The learning method adapts to the child's English level, creating lessons customized using an algorithm of hits and errors. -
Prints: There are additional training materials included in each topic. - Timeline: Learn about all the different features that Lingokids, English for Kids will offer.- 100% Safe Environment for Children, as it complies with the COPPA (Children's Online Privacy Act). It has been scientifically proven that a child's brain is willing to learn different languages, especially
before a cognitive process known as synaptic pruning. The more a child is exposed to language, the more likely they are to become bilingual. With Lingokids, an English language for children, children learn without even realizing it, thanks to its ludic approach. Recent studies show that with Lingokids, children learn twice as much vocabulary as traditional
methods used in English classes. Awards- Mom's Choice Awards - National Parenting Publications Awards - The Lovie AwardsContact - Social MediaHelp - Support: Email protectedFacebook:
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